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IBM® Rational® DOORS® has long been a handy tool for managing 

requirements used by enterprise software developers worldwide. But 

times have changed, and a digitalized, IoT-connected world presents 

new challenges that DOORS hasn’t been designed to handle. Trying 

to keep pace with a fast-evolving tech environment, IBM has released 

DOORS® Next Generation (DOORS NG) in 2012 to suit the needs of 

embedded software developers wanting to go Agile and aiming to work 

on their requirements in a collaborative environment.

However, user experiences show that Next Generation hasn’t been 

able to live up to user expectations and satisfy its users’ increasingly 

complex needs. Product and software developers still relying on legacy 

software toolchains based on DOORS or DOORS NG are feeling 

increasing pressure from competitors that are able to adopt more 

mature, modern requirements management and software development 

practices.

If you’re a DOORS user and are wondering if you should make the 

transition to DOORS NG or another tool, read on for some valuable 

insights. If you’re already using Next Generation but aren’t fully 

satisfied, this eBook helps you determine if transitioning to another 

platform would be worth your investment.
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Is DOORS an industry standard application?

As a software suite offered by a trusted global provider, IBM Rational DOORS is one of the most well 
recognized RM tools, and has been in use by many large enterprises globally for years or even decades. 
It is a proven, reliable software tool that some development teams have used as a basis to build 
development processes around. These processes and the software tools used to manage them are 
still in good working order, and the convenience of collaboration with internal or external stakeholders 
forces these companies to keep using DOORS. In this sense, DOORS definitely is an industry standard 
requirements management tool.

On the other hand, however, IBM Rational DOORS is a legacy platform that a growing number of 
companies feel is becoming obsolete as it fails to keep up with the evolution of the technology 
environment that these companies operate in. Some of these companies and development teams 
understand that they would greatly benefit from replacing their antiquated DOORS platform with a 
more flexible solution that would enable them to define new, mature yet lightweight processes, but are 
reluctant to replace IBM Rational DOORS for fear of disrupting current development processes. The 
problem is that current development processes are not future-proof in today’s fast-paced technology 
environment.

Why DOORS is not suitable for modern requirements management

Due to its history as one of the standard legacy enterprise solutions for requirements management in 
many industries, DOORS is a stable tool that offers a wide range of features.

Unfortunately, that also translates to high costs in terms of both 
licenses and maintenance, making the implementation of DOORS 
a significant and ongoing investment. 

Furthermore, its old-fashioned UI doesn’t exactly promote ease of use: certain features are buried in 
a layered system of menus, which may prevent its easy adoption when scaling teams. Speaking of 
which: while DOORS is an enterprise solution that was designed to scale well, managing large numbers 
of work items can slow it down significantly. To give just one example, due to its legacy technology, 
DOORS needs 300 GB of RAM cache to manage 2 million work items with acceptable speed. In today’s 
product environment of increasingly complex system of system products, having to manage 2 million 
work items is far from being a special scenario.

While often feeling clunky, DOORS might be ideal for large-scale systems engineering projects, 
however requirements modeling is not one of its strong suits. When developing a high-tech system 
of systems product such as a modern IoT-connected product system with hardware, software, and 
service components, a versatile RM tool is needed to suit the needs of the several teams working on the 
various parts of the product.
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Is DOORS NG the solution?

Having understood those limitations as the world of software development evolved technologically 
and methodologically (e.g. with the increasing adoption of Agile software development practices), IBM 
has built DOORS Next Generation, a collaborative requirements management platform with a web 
client. This new tool was meant to suit the needs of modern development teams. In addition to visual 
requirements definition, it brought more refined capabilities around work item and test integration, and 
planning.

But Next Generation does not include all the capabilities of Rational DOORS, so some limitations 
still apply. While the two tools can be used together, that also means a higher investment in terms of 
license purchasing and maintenance.

It is also rather difficult to migrate your data from DOORS to NG. 

IBM offers ReqIF as the means of integration between the two tools. While widely used to exchange 
requirements, the problem with ReqIF is that it is very limited in functionality, to the point where it 
hinders data consistency. Using ReqIF, it’s difficult to transfer artifacts across DOORS modules in 
a traceable manner, as relationships between work items are not transferred, and large numbers of 
requirements can also cause a problem.

Other constraints of DOORS Next Generation include its limited 
flexibility and scalability, which translates to significant time and 
cost investments for configuration. 

The lack of integrated test management and execution hinder traceability from requirements all the way 
through to testing, making NG a less than ideal choice for developers of highly-regulated safety-critical 
products, where being able to show the chain of work items from end to end is key to compliance.

Overall, most of the disadvantages of DOORS and NG are rooted in a lack of integration, and the 
limited scalability of an architecture that isn’t very open. These limitations gave rise to a business 
need and opened up a niche in the market. Thus, organically integrated, next generation Application 
Lifecycle Management platforms were born.

IBM® Rational® DOORS®

300GB RAM cache

codeBeamer ALM

32GB RAM cache
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ALM to replace IBM DOORS and DOORS NG?

There is great variety on the ALM market not only in terms of capabilities, but also in terms of the basic 
architecture of Application Lifecycle Management tools. Some have evolved through the addition of 
separately developed modules or of new functionality via acquisitions, resulting in restricted integration 
across lifecycle stages & processes. While “glueing together” these individual modules provides a 
wide variety of features throughout the lifecycle, this approach does limit traceability and integration, 
affecting not only data consistency, but also scalability. In other words, traditional ALM tools don’t offer 
a solution to development teams looking to move away from a limiting IBM DOORS suite, as they share 
the same pain points.

Next generation Application Lifecycle Management platforms, however, were developed with that exact 
problem in mind. Holistically integrated solutions such as Intland Software’s codeBeamer ALM were 
developed from the ground up to be organically integrated at the database level, relying on a single 
central repository to store and manage all lifecycle data. As codeBeamer offers a range of functions 
within that central database for various user groups and processes, it covers the entire application 
development lifecycle.

In addition to end-to-end traceability, the modern architecture of next generation ALM tools also 
positively affects scalability. They can handle large amounts of data with ease and optimal performance, 
facilitating collaboration between several teams and departments. To illustrate the differences in 
performance between legacy and next generation tools: as mentioned earlier, IBM DOORS needs 300 
GB RAM cache to manage 2 million work items and their dependencies, while codeBeamer ALM can do 
that with just 32 GB at optimal speed and reliability. Thus, the hardware needs and costs of scaling are 
greatly reduced. Scaling is further supported by the specific collaborative features of next generation 
Application Lifecycle Management platforms, which allow hundreds or thousands of people to efficiently 
access and manage consistent data via a single shared repository.

  
Accelerating and Scaling Innovation

Implementing a next generation ALM platform has become a strategic 
decision rather than a simple tool investment for developers of high-
technology products. Regardless of the industry they operate in and the 
specifics of their products, companies reaping the benefits of integrated 
Application Lifecycle Management have a competitive edge.

FREE GUIDE
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codeBeamer ALM’s DOORS Bridge 
native integration

To make it easier for DOORS users to migrate to a modern, holistically 
integrated ALM platform, codeBeamer ALM features a native integration 
with IBM Rational DOORS. Our DOORS Bridge migration facility provides 
an easy and advanced way to import and reimport requirements from 
DOORS to codeBeamer ALM without quantity limitations. DOORSBridge 
offers more comprehensive data migration than IBM’s own ReqIF-based 
method, as it is able to migrate all requirements (all historical projects as 
well) including:

Therefore, it enables you to maintain DOORS as a project history archive 
while managing your requirements in codeBeamer. 

Benefits of integrated ALM

In addition to their modern architecture 
relying on a central database and specific 

collaborative features, organically 
integrated Application Lifecycle 

Management software tools offer a variety 
of benefits for those looking to modernize 

their requirements management and 
software development toolchain:

Baselines Discussions History Link 
attributes

Relations of 
artifacts



Better customer support

To expand the functionality of their 
products, global enterprises such as 
IBM tend to acquire other vendors and 
integrate their solutions in their preexisting platforms. Customer dissatisfaction with 
IBM’s software solutions is a well-documented reality, with a clunky, bureaucratic 
apparatus delivering a response to your inquiry – if you’re lucky. Next generation 
ALM tools, however, are developed, managed and sold by vendors whose business 
generally relies on their flagship products. That means they are more dedicated to 
support their customers and develop their products to suit the needs of their users. 
Intland Software, developer and vendor of codeBeamer ALM, releases 3 major 
updates each year, and develops their ALM tool based on direct customer feedback, 
which translates to more flexibility and better customer support. 

Capabilities covering the entire lifecycle

While both DOORS and NG were developed for requirements management 
only, integrated ALM tools offer functionality that spans the entire process of 
development. The requirements management features of next generation ALM 
tools match or even exceed the capabilities of DOORS, but tools such as 
codeBeamer ALM also let you manage the process of development, testing, 
release, and maintenance – all in one platform that provides access to all 
team members throughout the lifecycle. This creates a single source of truth 

across the entire process of development, 
and hugely facilitates monitoring, 
documentation, and reporting.

Integrability

Having an open architecture 
greatly reduces the burden of 
integrating other tools with your 
ALM platform. Essentially, tools 
such as codeBeamer ALM can 
exchange data with widely used 
software tools via a number 
of interfaces and file formats. 
Therefore, implementing next 
generation ALM need not be a 
disruptive process: key software 
applications can remain in use, 
while outdated ones can be 
simply replaced with state of the 
art ALM functionality. 

Lower Total Cost of 
Ownership

When calculating the TCO 
for any software tool, the 
upfront price of licenses is 
usually just a fraction of the 
cost. In addition to the price of 
support and maintenance, a 
fractured toolchain consisting 
of standalone solutions also 
generates hidden costs: having 
to integrate multiple standalone 
tools can be a costly ongoing 
task due to frequent software 
updates. With the benefits of 
holistic integration, the Total 
Cost of Ownership can be 
significantly lower for a next 
generation ALM platform than 
that of a mixed “tool zoo”. 

End-to-end 
traceability 
across the 
process of 
development

As next generation 
ALM relies on a single 
central database, there 
is no need to integrate 
separate tools or 
modules which would 
disrupt traceability. 
Tasks may be derived 
from requirements with 
links automatically 
established between 
them. Source code 
can be associated 
with tasks and 
requirements, and 
test cases may be 
generated from these 
artifacts so that 
traceability is ensured 
from requirements all 
the way through to 
testing and release. 
Simple reporting 
options are offered to 
confidently show this 
traceability along the 
lifecycle, also reducing 
the burden (and 
costs) of preparing 
for compliance audits 
in the case of safety-
critical development. 

Scalability

It is vital for enterprise users to be 
able to extend the use of integrated 
ALM to multiple geographically 
dispersed teams and departments, 
and millions of work items with optimal 
performance. With an architecture 
optimized for high performance in a 
scaled environment, next generation 
ALM fits the bill. Collaborative 
features help enhance the efficiency 
of several teams working together. In 
the case of codeBeamer ALM, these 
features include but are not limited 
to: automatic change control on all 
artifacts, flexibly configurable e-mail 
notifications and approval workflows, 
permission control and BPM process 
management, activity monitoring, and 
Kanban boards for task management. 
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Considerations when abandoning DOORS or  
DOORS Next Generation

When making the decision to replace an outdated legacy software suite, there are several 
considerations to be carefully weighed – some are financial, others are less tangible but just as 
important:

Migration costs

Migrating data and processes across software tools is almost always a difficult, costly, and time-
consuming task, especially with the limited options that IBM DOORS and Next Generation offer 
using ReqIF. Before making an ALM purchase decision, it’s a good idea to factor in the costs of data 
migration to your chosen solution.

With codeBeamer ALM’s DOORS Bridge functionality, you 
can simply migrate millions of artifacts including baselines, 
discussions, history, and link attributes from DOORS to your new 
ALM platform. 

That’s more data than what IBM’s own solution is able to transfer from DOORS to NG!

Return on Investment

Quantifying the benefits that a future-proof, modern ALM tool brings might be difficult, but these 
factors significantly impact the ROI of your software investment. When crunching the numbers, 
consider the beneficial effects of enhanced collaboration, end-to-end traceability, the ability to 
simply implement mature processes, all of which could lead to shorter time to market and reduced 
development costs. Measure these against the price of licenses, maintenance, and the costs of rollout, 
process customization, and training your team. For some help on calculating the ROI of your ALM 
purchase, see our blog post below: 

 
Calculating the Return on Investment of Application 
Lifecycle Management Tools

BLOG POST

https://intland.com
https://intland.com/blog/alm/calculating-the-return-on-investment-of-application-lifecycle-management-tools/
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Support for future-proof processes

Since next generation ALM tools don’t just cover requirements management but the entire 
development lifecycle, you want to make sure your chosen solution supports not only your current 
processes, but also any new technologies or methodologies you might want to apply in coming years. 
For instance, even if you’re currently using a Waterfall or V-model process to develop your products, 
it’s a good idea to make sure that your ALM tool supports Agile or Hybrid practices. This helps make 
sure that your toolchain is future-proof: as the role of software in engineered products increases and as 
more and of your competitors adopt Agile, you might have to increase your speed of development by 
implementing Agile in order to keep up with the competition. codeBeamer ALM supports Waterfall, 
V-model, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, Agile-Waterfall Hybrid, and SAFe®, and is flexible enough to 
support practically any other process or methodology.

Integrated test management and execution

DOORS NG was designed for requirements management only. With Jazz installed and additional 
purchases, it can be tweaked to handle development and test management, but that makeshift 
solution will lack the real integration that a single-system ALM tool offers. Next Generation is missing 
the necessary integrations with widely used testing tools, so not only are your processes fragmented, 
but it will also be a hassle to keep your testing data consistent and well-documented. In contrast, next 
generation ALM tools have robust testing features out of the box, and are either integrated out of the 
box, or may be easily connected to any testing software your teams may ever need. This makes it 
simple to implement requirements-based testing and other mature testing practices in a controlled, 
fully documented testing environment.

Should you be thinking about replacing 
DOORS or DOORS NG?

Whether or not you should be replacing DOORS or DOORS NG with an integrated Application 
Lifecycle Management platform largely depends on your individual circumstances and processes. In 
general, it’s safe to say that the IBM DOORS suite is considered obsolete by more and more software 
development professionals as modern methodologies and development practices are gaining traction. 
While it might not be vital for you to make the transition now, modernizing both your toolset and 
processes seems unavoidable if your teams are still relying on age-old practices and software 
solutions. Switching to next generation ALM tools sooner rather than later could help give your 
company the competitive edge it needs in order to stay ahead of other players on the market that are 
slower to keep pace with a fast-changing technology landscape.
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Download the latest version of codeBeamer ALM: 
www.intland.com/download-codebeamer/

To request a demo, contact our Sales Department: 
sales@intland.com

https://www.intland.com/download-codebeamer/
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